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Today’s businesses are driven by customer ‘pull’ and technological ‘push’. To remain competitive in this dynamic
business world, engineering and construction organizations are constantly innovating with new technology tools and
techniques to improve process performance in their projects. Their management challenge is to save time, reduce cost
and increase quality and operational efficiency. Risk management has recently evolved as an effective method of
managing both projects and operations. Risk is inherent in any project, as managers need to plan projects with minimal
knowledge and information, but its management helps managers to become proactive rather than reactive. Hence, it not
only increases the chance of project achievement, but also helps ensure better performance throughout its operations
phase. Various qualitative and quantitative tools are researched extensively by academics and routinely deployed by
practitioners for managing risk. These have tremendous potential for wider applications. Yet the current literature on both
the theory and practice of risk management is widely scattered. Most of the books emphasize risk management theory
but lack practical demonstrations and give little guidance on the application of those theories. This book showcases a
number of effective applications of risk management tools and techniques across product and service life in a way useful
for practitioners, graduate students and researchers. It also provides an in-depth understanding of the principles of risk
management in engineering and construction.
To many program, project, or construction managers, a complex project seems to be a labyrinth with many hidden
dangers. This book is a guide through that labyrinth. It explains best practices and provides insight so they cannot only
identify hidden dangers but also effectively manage the construction process to either mitigate or eliminate these risks.
The book presents a systems-based approach to construction project management that can facilitate a greater
understanding of the complexity inherent in large construction projects and how that complexity can be effectively
managed. The systems approach permits the onsite construction project manager to take a complex construction project,
break it down into manageable pieces, and ensure that all systems are in alignment with the original goal of the project.
This approach combines industrial engineering, project management, and finance into a unified approach for effective
management of complex construction projects, ranging from a power plant to a highway project. The book explains how
to manage construction projects successfully through an approach based on the three following systems: Project
Management System Work Management System Quality Management System The problem with complex programs and
projects is that many managers are only equipped with a knowledge of project management. A system for construction is
a collection of many processes effectively working together to produce a specific deliverable, which is usually defined in
the program or project’s contract. This system has a series of specific inputs and outputs, which are what the customer
expects from the company or companies performing the work. This book develops checklists based on these inputs and
outputs, which managers can use when first arriving onsite, and provides a "nuts and bolts" approach for managing a
complex construction project onsite. The author shares valuable lessons learned during a career of more than thirty years
of working on various construction sites around the world. These lessons learned are filled with valuable information to
aid readers become more effective as a program, project, or construction manager of complex construction projects.
".. integrates business knowledge, principles and practices of project managment and construction management... will
help you achieve a strategic vision, continuously improve construction operations and manage industrial, commercial and
institutional projects from conception to occupancy." -- Publisher's description.
Practical Project Management for Building and Construction covers the 14 knowledge areas of project management that
are essential for successful projects in the construction industry. For each knowledge area, it explains the processes for
scope, time, risk, cost, and resource management. Filled with work and process flow diagrams, it demonstrates h
The role of the project manager continues to evolve, presenting new challenges to established practitioners and those
entering the field for the first time. This second edition of Peter Fewings' groundbreaking textbook has been thoroughly
revised to recognise the increasing importance of sustainability and lean construction in the construction industry. It also
tackles the significance of design management, changing health and safety regulation, leadership and quality for
continuous improvement of the service and the product. Using an integrated project management approach, emphasis is
placed on the importance of effectively handling external factors in order to best achieve an on-schedule, on-budget
result, as well as good negotiation with clients and skilled team leadership. Its holistic approach provides readers with a
thorough guide in how to increase efficiency and communication at all stages while reducing costs, time and risk. Short
case studies are used throughout the book to illustrate different tools and techniques. Combining the theories
underpinning best practice in construction project management, with a wealth of practical examples, this book is uniquely
valuable for practitioners and clients as well as undergraduate and graduate students for construction project
management.
This book provides a step-by-step guidance on how to implement analytical methods in project risk management. The
text focuses on engineering design and construction projects and as such is suitable for graduate students in
engineering, construction, or project management, as well as practitioners aiming to develop, improve, and/or simplify
corporate project management processes. The book places emphasis on building data-driven models for additiveincremental risks, where data can be collected on project sites, assembled from queries of corporate databases, and/or
generated using procedures for eliciting experts' judgments. While the presented models are mathematically inspired,
they are nothing beyond what an engineering graduate is expected to know: some algebra, a little calculus, a little
statistics, and, especially, undergraduate-level understanding of the probability theory. The book is organized in three
parts and fourteen chapters. In Part I the authors provide the general introduction to risk and uncertainty analysis applied
to engineering construction projects. The basic formulations and the methods for risk assessment used during project
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planning phase are discussed in Part II, while in Part III the authors present the methods for monitoring and
(re)assessment of risks during project execution.
An essential guide to the structure, dynamics, and management of construction megaprojects Advanced Construction
Project Management is a comprehensive resource that covers the myriad aspects of implementing a megaproject from a
contractor’s perspective. With many years’ experience of managing construction megaprojects, the author provides an
in-depth exploration of the structure, dynamics and management of these demanding projects. In addition, the book gives
all stakeholders a clear understanding of the complexity of megaprojects and offers contractors the insight and essential
tools needed for achieving results. As the trend to plan and implement ever-larger projects looks likely to continue into
the future, the need for a guide to understand the challenges of managing a megaproject couldn’t be greater.
Comprehensive in scope, the book explores the theoretical background, economics, complexity, phases, strategic
planning, engineering, coordination, and common challenges of megaprojects. The book also provides the tools for
managing stakeholder integration. This important book: Describes the structure, dynamics and management of
megaprojects Explores the management activities required and examines the appropriate tools for the management of
megaprojects Includes tools for stakeholder integration Provides an advanced understanding of construction
management concepts Written for managers, project managers and engineers, and cost consultants, Advanced
Construction Project Management covers, in one complete volume, the information needed to lead a successful project.
For newly hired young engineers assigned to their first real 'project', there has been little to offer in the way of advice on
'where to begin', 'what to look out for and avoid', and 'how to get the job done right'. This book gives this advice from an
author with long experience as senior engineer in government and industry (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and ExxonMobil). Beginning with guidance on understanding the typical organizational structure of any type of technical firm or
company, author Plummer incorporates numerous hands-on examples and provides help on getting started with a project
team, understanding key roles, and avoiding common pitfalls. In addition, he offers unique help on first-time experiences
of working in other countries with engineering cultures that can be considerably different from the US. Reviews essentials
of management for any new engineer suddenly thrust into responsibility Emphasizes skills that can get you
promoted—and pitfalls that can get you fired Expanded case study to show typical evolution of a new engineer handed
responsibility for a major design project
First published in 1988 by RS Means, the new edition of Project Scheduling and Management for Construction has been
substantially revised for students enrolled in construction management and civil engineering programs. While retaining its
emphasis on developing practical, professional-level scheduling skills, the new edition is a relatable, real-world case study that can
be used over the course of a semester. The book also includes classroom elements like exercises, quizzes, skill-building
exercises, as well as an instructor's manual including two additional new cases.
The first edition of the Code of Practice for Project Management for Construction and Development, published in 1992, was
groundbreaking in many ways. Now in its fifth edition, prepared by a multi-institute task force coordinated by the CIOB and
including representatives from RICS, RIBA, ICE, APM and CIC, it continues to be the authoritative guide and reference to the
principles and practice of project management in construction and development. Good project management in construction relies
on balancing the key constraints of time, quality and cost in the context of building functionality and the requirements for
sustainability within the built environment. Thoroughly updated and restructured to reflect the challenges that the industry faces
today, this edition continues to drive forward the practice of construction project management. The principles of strategic planning,
detailed programming and monitoring, resource allocation and effective risk management, widely used on projects of all sizes and
complexity, are all fully covered. The integration of Building Information Modelling at each stage of the project life is a feature of
this edition. In addition, the impact of trends and developments such as the internationalisation of construction projects and the
drive for sustainability are discussed in context. Code of Practice will be of particular value to clients, project management
professionals and students of construction, as well as to the wider construction and development industries. Much of the
information will also be relevant to project management professionals operating in other commercial spheres.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or
access to any online entitlements included with the product. The Latest, Most Effective Engineering and Construction project
Management Strategies Fully revised throughout, this up-to-date guide presents the principles and techniques of managing
engineering and construction projects from the initial conceptual phase, through design and construction, to completion. The book
emphasizes project management duringthe beginning stages of project development to influence the quality, cost, and schedule of
a project as early in the process as possible. Featuring an all-new chapter on risk management, the third edition also includes new
sections on: Ensuring project quality The owner's team Parametric estimating Importance of the estimator Formats for work
breakdown structures Design work packages Benefits of planning Calculations to verify schedules and cost distributions Common
problems in managing design Build-operate-transfer delivery methods Based on the author's decades of experience in working
with hundreds of project managers, this essential resource includes many new real-world examples and updated sample
problems. Project Management for Engineering and Construction, Third Edition, covers: Working with project teams Project
initiation Early estimates Project budgeting Development of work plan Design proposals Project scheduling Tracking work Design
coordination Construction phase Project close out Personal management skills Risk management
In the recent past, computer programs have been used extensively to manage information technology (IT) projects. It has become
almost mandatory for software development managers and students of information technology to learn how to use computer
software to manage projects using computer software. Computer Support for Successful Project Management: Using MS Project
2016 with Information Technology Projects is a book intended to help IT management professionals and students, in using popular
software MS-Project. Although there are many books on MS-Project, there are very few that cover the subject from the IT
managers’ perspective. This book uses guided examples from the IT sector. Most of the relevant project management
terminology, concepts, and key processes are discussed, based on the standards of the Project Management Institute. This book
helps software development project managers to easily relate with the projects they execute in their day-to-day life. The author
includes advanced topics like earned value analysis and multiple project management and discusses agile methodology as well as
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how MS-Project facilitates agile project management. Readers will learn how a tool like MS-Project can be used for processes
related to risk and quality, in addition to meeting project objectives like scope, time, and cost. This book helps you to transform
yourself from an IT professional to an IT project manager.
Construction project management requires a broad range of knowledge, from technical expertise to leadership, negotiation, team
building and communication. This practical no–nonsense guide covers all of the essentials of the role, including: Pre-construction
activities Design management and BIM Procurement Feasibility studies Environmental management systems People skills
Recommended document formats Occupancy activities Construction project management activities are tackled in the order they
occur on real projects, with reference made to the RIBA Plan of Work and OGC Gateway process throughout. This is the ideal
concise reference which no project manager, construction manager, or quantity surveyor should be without.
Project management is the key to any engineering and construction project's success. Now you can learn from the experts realworld tested strategies you can use to lead your projects to on-time, within budget, high quality success stories. Specifics of
scheduling, cost estimating and leadership skills are fully detailed. The authors will show you how to organize your project from the
very beginning to achieve success. You'll also learn to use win-win negotiation skills during each stage of your project. Real world
examples will facilitate your understanding of how to apply every aspect of the material presented in the text. Loaded with forms,
checklists and case studies, this invaluable reference is a must for everyone involved with engineering and construction projects.
Construction Project Management, Third Edition provides readers with the "big picture" of the construction management process,
giving a perspective as to how the construction industry functions in relation to the national economy and in the public's eye. This
book focuses on the collaborative effort required to complete any public or private construction project, providing the construction
professional with the skills needed to work with and alongside the owner representative, the designer, and within the public's eye.
It explains in detail the project elements and environment, and the responsibilities of the varied project professionals, and follows
in detail the chronology of a project.
Although construction is one of the largest industries in the United States, it lags behind other industries in its implementation of
modern management techniques such as those contained in the Standard for Program Management (the Standard) by the Project
Management Institute (PMI®). Construction Program Management details the successful use of the PMI® approach for the
construction of capital programs. It demonstrates, through case studies, how implementation of PMI’s set of tools and techniques
can improve the chances of program success. Exploring tactical and strategic management methods, the book outlines a
structured, process-based approach to construction program management that leverages structure to bring order to what can
otherwise feel like an overwhelming challenge. The opening chapter focuses on basic definitions of project management and
program management—highlighting their similarities and differences. A summary review of the Standard describes how these
management concepts can be applied to capital construction programs. Explains how to apply the principles of PMI®’s Standard
for Program Management to construction programs Describes the difference between leadership (strategic) and management
(tactical) skills Compares and contrasts the program management principles included in the PMI® Body of Knowledge with those
of the Construction Management Association of America (CMAA®) Through the use of case studies this book provides students,
practitioners, and stakeholders with a guided tour through each phase of the program management life cycle. Using language that
is easy to understand, the book shows that with the right team, the right leader, and the proper implementation of the steps
outlined, all programs can obtain true success.
This book covers methods adopted for undertaking the design and construction of civil engineering projects. The options for separate design
and construction are compared with design and build projects, construction management, and man agement contracting. The salient
differences are shown between the various con ditions of contract used. The roles of the engineer, employer's project manager or his
representative under different forms of contract are compared. Requirements for the production of contract documents, specifications,
tendering procedures and choice of contractor are set out. The engineer's powers and the duties of his resident engineer on the site of con
struction are considered in detail. Records, filing systems, programme and progress charts used by the resident engineer are illustrated, and
advice is given on the handling of safety problems and difficult situations on site. Problems of measurement and billing of quantities according
to the civil engi neering standard method are described. Correct procedures for setting rates for varied work, payment for method-related
items, and handling claims for unfore seen conditions under ICE Clause 12 are given. Difficulties with delay claims and situations where the
contractor submits quotations before undertaking varied work are discussed. The approach is essentially practical throughout and covers
many actual prob lems met on site, including measures that are advisable in relation to site surveys and investigations, construction of
earthworks and pipelines, and the production and placing of concrete.
This book gathers the best papers presented at the International Congress on Project Management and Engineering, in its 2017 and 2018
editions, which were held in Cádiz and Madrid, Spain. It covers a range of topic areas, including civil engineering and urban planning, product
and process engineering, environmental engineering, energy efficiency and renewable energies, rural development, information and
communication technologies, and risk management and safety.
A practical and accessible guide to managing a successful project Effective Project Management is based around an activities and action
check list approach to project management. It provides a guide to the basic principles and the disciplines that managers need to master in
order to be successful. The author’s check lists approach (based on his years of practical experience on projects) ensure that project
managers are following valid processes, helping them to be innovative in their approach to developing plans and resolving problems. In
addition, the author’s check list pick and mix format is designed to be flexible in order to meet the individual needs of the reader. Effective
Project Management also contains some information on the theories underpinning project management. Knowledge of the theory helps in the
understanding of how project management works in practice. In addition to the book’s check lists of what activities need to be performed, the
author offers suggestions on how tasks could be carried out. This important resource: Covers a wide range of project management topics
including the project management process, programme and portfolio management, initiating and contracting a project, personal skills and
more Offers a highly accessible guide to the author’s verified check list approach Presents flexible guidelines applicable for a wide range
projects Includes guidance for project managers at all levels of experience Written for project managers working on engineering or
construction projects, Effective Project Management reviews all aspects of a project from initiation and execution to project completion
together with the specialist topics and personal skills needed to manage projects effectively.
Clement Ogaja introduces civil engineers--especially those who are not already licensed surveyors--to the fundamental principles of global
positioning technology.
This guide emphasizes a basic philosophy for successful project management. It provides a foundation for project managers to understand
the needs of staff, top management, and owners, as well as ways to take responsibility for ethical leadership. The author discusses
communication, accountability, authority, and the importance of a thorough work plan. Throughout this book, quality and productivity are
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stressed, especially how they are accomplished with good planning. Topics include: total quality management (TQM); marketing; project
quality, planning, control, and completion; and managing projects for profit. A helpful appendix provides advice on decision-making,
professional ethics and etiquette, and dealing with the media. This book is designed for new project managers, experienced project
managers, and those interested in entering this field. About the Author David J. Williams, P.E., has more than 35 years of experience as a
project managers and as chiefe of engineering operations for Burgess and Niple, Limited.
A new edition of the most popular book of project management case studies, expanded to include more than 100 cases plus a "super case"
on the Iridium Project Case studies are an important part of project management education and training. This Fourth Edition of Harold
Kerzner's Project Management Case Studies features a number of new cases covering value measurement in project management. Also
included is the well-received "super case," which covers all aspects of project management and may be used as a capstone for a course.
This new edition: Contains 100-plus case studies drawn from real companies to illustrate both successful and poor implementation of project
management Represents a wide range of industries, including medical and pharmaceutical, aerospace, manufacturing, automotive, finance
and banking, and telecommunications Covers cutting-edge areas of construction and international project management plus a "super case"
on the Iridium Project, covering all aspects of project management Follows and supports preparation for the Project Management
Professional (PMP®) Certification Exam Project Management Case Studies, Fourth Edition is a valuable resource for students, as well as
practicing engineers and managers, and can be used on its own or with the new Eleventh Edition of Harold Kerzner's landmark reference,
Project Management: A Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Controlling. (PMP and Project Management Professional are
registered marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
Based on the authors' combined experience of seventy years working on projects around the globe, Construction Equipment Management for
Engineers, Estimators, and Owners contains hands-on, how-to information that you can put to immediate use. Taking an approach that
combines analytical and practical results, this is a valuable reference for a wide range of individuals and organizations within the architecture,
engineering, and construction industry. The authors delineate the evolution of construction equipment, setting the stage for specific, up-todate information on the state-of-the-art in the field. They cover estimating equipment ownership, operating cost, and how to determine
economic life and replacement policy as well as how to schedule a production-driven, equipment-intensive project that achieves target
production rates and meets target equipment-related unit costs and profits. The book includes a matrix for the selection of equipment and
identifies common pitfalls of project equipment selection and how to avoid them. It describes how to develop an OSHA job safety analysis for
an equipment-intensive project, making this sometimes onerous but always essential task easier. The authors' diverse and broad experience
makes this a book that ranges from the rigorous mathematical analysis of equipment operations to the pragmatic discussion of the equipment
maintenance programs needed to guarantee that the production predicted in a cost estimate occurs.
This new edition updates and revises the best practical guide for on-site engineers. Written from the point of view of the project engineer it
details their responsibilities, powers, and duties. The book has been fully updated to reflect the latest changes to management practice and
new forms of contract.

Find Practical Solutions to Civil Engineering Design and Cost Management Problems A guide to successfully designing,
estimating, and scheduling a civil engineering project, Integrated Design and Cost Management for Civil Engineers shows how
practicing professionals can design fit-for-use solutions within established time frames and reliable budgets. This text combines
technical compliance with practical solutions in relation to cost planning, estimating, time, and cost control. It incorporates solutions
that are technically sound as well as cost effective and time efficient. It focuses on the integration of design and construction based
on solid engineering foundations contained within a code of ethics, and navigates engineers through the complete process of
project design, pricing, and tendering. Well illustrated The book uses cases studies to illustrate principles and processes. Although
they center on Australasia and Southeast Asia, the principles are internationally relevant. The material details procedures that
emphasize the correct quantification and planning of works, resulting in reliable cost and time predictions. It also works toward
minimizing the risk of losing business through cost blowouts or losing profits through underestimation. This Text Details the Quest
for Practical Solutions That: Are cost effective Can be completed within a reasonable timeline Conform to relevant quality controls
Are framed within appropriate contract documents Satisfy ethical professional procedures, and Address the client’s brief through a
structured approach to integrated design and cost management Designed to help civil engineers develop and apply a multitude of
skill bases, Integrated Design and Cost Management for Civil Engineers can aid them in maintaining relevancy in appropriate
design justifications, guide work tasks, control costs, and structure project timelines. The book is an ideal link between a civil
engineering course and practice.
The book is developed to provide significant information and guidelines to construction and project management professionals
(owners, designers, consultants, construction managers, project managers, supervisors, contractors, builders, developers, and
many others from the construction-related industry) involved in construction projects (mainly civil construction projects, commercialA/E projects) and construction-related industries. It covers the importance of construction management principles, procedures,
concepts, methods, and tools, and their applications to various activities/components/subsystems of different phases of the life
cycle of a construction project. These applications will improve the construction process in order to conveniently manage the
project and make the project most qualitative, competitive, and economical. It also discuss the interaction and/or combination
among some of the activities/elements of management functions, management processes, and their effective implementation and
applications that are essential throughout the life cycle of project to conveniently manage the project. This handbook will: Focus on
the construction management system to manage construction projects Include a number of figures and tables which will enhance
reader comprehension Provide all related topics/areas of construction management Be of interest to all those involved in
construction management and project management Provide information about Building Information Modeling (BIM), and ISO
Certification in Construction Industry Offer a chapter on Lean construction The construction project life cycle phases and its
activities/elements/subsystems are comprehensively developed and take into consideration Henri Fayol's Management Function
concept which was subsequently modified by Koontz and O'Donnel and Management Processes Knowledge Areas described in
PMBOK® published by Project Management Institute (PMI). The information available in the book will also prove valuable for
academics/instructors to provide construction management/project management students with in-depth knowledge and guidelines
followed in the construction projects and familiarize them with construction management practices.
Civil Engineering Project Management, Fourth EditionElsevier
A hands-on guide for creating a winning engineering project Engineering Project Management is a practical, step-by-step guide to
project management for engineers. The author – a successful, long-time practicing engineering project manager – describes the
techniques and strategies for creating a successful engineering project. The book introduces engineering projects and their
management, and then proceeds stage-by-stage through the engineering life-cycle project, from requirements, implementation, to
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phase-out. The book offers information for understanding the needs of the end user of a product and other stakeholders
associated with a project, and is full of techniques based on real, hands-on management of engineering projects. The book starts
by explaining how we perform the actual engineering on projects; the techniques for project management contained in the rest of
the book use those engineering methods to create superior management techniques. Every topic – from developing a workbreakdown structure and an effective project plan, to creating credible predictions for schedules and costs, through monitoring the
progress of your engineering project – is infused with actual engineering techniques, thereby vastly increasing the effectivity and
credibility of those management techniques. The book also teaches you how to draw the right conclusions from numeric data and
calculations, avoiding the mistakes that often cause managers to make incorrect decisions. The book also provides valuable
insight about what the author calls the social aspects of engineering project management: aligning and motivating people,
interacting successfully with your stakeholders, and many other important people-oriented topics. The book ends with a section on
ethics in engineering. This important book: Offers a hands-on guide for developing and implementing a project management plan
Includes background information, strategies, and techniques on project management designed for engineers Takes an easy-tounderstand, step-by-step approach to project management Contains ideas for launching a project, managing large amount of
software, and tips for ending a project Structured to support both undergraduate and graduate courses in engineering project
management, Engineering Project Management is an essential guide for managing a successful project from the idea phase to the
completion of the project.
The relationship between project managers representing project owners and those on the contractor side is often threatened by
communication risk. The main communication risk minimization strategy in the construction phase is trust, which plays a major role
in the success of key working relationships across the construction industry. This book investigates this phenomenon, and goes on
to show that once developed, trust outshines all other strategies of communication risk minimization and is essential for project
success. As part of this investigation, communication risk in construction projects is examined in detail, with a particular focus on
the effects of information asymmetry on working relationships. Drawing on many years of empirical research involving project
managers working internationally, Trust in Construction Projects also provides strategies to minimize information asymmetries in
order to build trust, and ensure the success of construction projects. By increasing understanding of trust in construction projects,
this book adds an important new perspective to the fields of construction management and project management. This is essential
reading for researchers and students, as well as practitioners in these fields.
Civil engineering is an interdisciplinary field concerned with the planning, construction and management of built environment.
Construction planning and management refers to the process of designing and constructing any building, roads, bridges, etc. Its
main purpose is to control and check the quality and cost of the project. The different types of construction that fall under this
subject are institutional, agricultural, environmental, residential, heavy civil, industrial, etc. This text picks up individual branches
and explains their need and contribution in the context of the growth of this field. The topics covered herein deal with the core
aspects of the area. This textbook will serve as a reference to a broad spectrum of readers.
A comprehensive book on project management, covering all principles and methods with fully worked examples, this book
includes both hard and soft skills for the engineering, manufacturing and construction industries. Ideal for engineering project
managers considering obtaining a Project Management Professional (PMP) qualification, this book covers in theory and practice,
the complete body of knowledge for both the Project Management Institute (PMI) and the Association of Project Management
(APM). Fully aligned with the latest 2005 updates to the exam syllabi, complete with online sample Q&A, and updated to include
the latest revision of BS 6079 (British Standards Institute Guide to Project Management in the Construction Industry), this book is a
complete and valuable reference for anyone serious about project management. â€¢The complete body of knowledge for project
management professionals in the engineering, manufacturing and construction sectors â€¢Covers all hard and soft topics in both
theory and practice for the newly revised PMP and APMP qualification exams, along with the latest revision of BS 6079 standard
on project management in the construction industry â€¢Written by a qualified PMP exam accreditor and accompanied by online
Q&A resources for self-testing
This new textbook fills an important gap in the existing literature, in that it prepares construction engineering and built environment
students for their first experience of the jobsite. This innovative book integrates conceptual and hands-on knowledge of project
engineering to introduce students to the construction process and familiarize them with the procedures and activities they need to
operate as project engineers during their summer internships and immediately after graduation. The textbook is structured into four
sections: Section A: Introductory Concepts Section B: Field Engineering Section C: Office Engineering Section D: Advanced
Project Engineering The emphasis on field tasks and case studies, questions, and exercises taken from across civil works and
commercial building sectors makes this the ideal textbook for introductory to intermediate courses in Construction Engineering,
Construction Engineering Technology, Civil and Architectural Engineering, and Construction Management degree programs.
Focusing on basic skills and tips for career enhancement, Engineer Your Own Success is a guide to improving efficiency and
performance in any engineering field. It imparts valuable organization tips, communication advice, networking tactics, and practical
assistance for preparing for the PE exam—every necessary skill for success. Authored by a highly renowned career coach, this
book is a battle plan for climbing the rungs of any engineering ladder.
The latest, most effective engineering and construction project management strategies. Fully revised throughout, this up-to-date
guide presents the principles and techniques of managing engineering and construction projects from the initial conceptual phase,
through design and construction, to completion. The book emphasizes project management during the beginning stages of project
development to influence the quality, cost, and schedule of a project as early in the process as possible. Featuring an all-new
chapter on risk management, the third edition also includes new sections on: Ensuring project quality, The owner's team,
Parametric estimating, Importance of the estimator, Formats for work breakdown structures, Design work packages, Benefits of
planning, Calculations to verify schedules and cost distributions, Common problems in managing design, Build-operate-transfer
delivery methods Based on the author's decades of experience in working with hundreds of project managers, this essential
resource includes many new real-world examples and updated sample problems -- page 4 of cover.
The Latest, Most Effective Engineering and Construction project Management Strategies Fully revised throughout, this up-to-date
guide presents the principles and techniques of managing engineering and construction projects from the initial conceptual phase,
through design and construction, to completion. The book emphasizes project management during the beginning stages of project
development to influence the quality, cost, and schedule of a project as early in the process as possible. Featuring an all-new
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chapter on risk management, the third edition also includes new sections on: Ensuring project quality The owner's team
Parametric estimating Importance of the estimator Formats for work breakdown structures Design work packages Benefits of
planning Calculations to verify schedules and cost distributions Common problems in managing design Build-operate-transfer
delivery methods Based on the author's decades of experience in working with hundreds of project managers, this essential
resource includes many new real-world examples and updated sample problems. Project Management for Engineering and
Construction, Third Edition, covers: Working with project teams Project initiation Early estimates Project budgeting Development of
work plan Design proposals Project scheduling Tracking work Design coordination Construction phase Project close out Personal
management skills Risk management
"The Engineering is Easy" will help project managers learn how to overcome pitfalls in this self-help guide for managing projects.
Written in memoir format, this book presents real-world case studies to illustrate good practices and lessons learned for numerous
project circumstances.
"A useful overview for both beginners and seasoned professionals, this book provides insight and practical guidelines on the dayto-day processes of construction estimating and project management. Kitchens reviews the varied tasks of the estimator, project
manager, and project superintendent, from the decision to bid to completing paperwork and managing project risks. He draws from
his years of professional experience, as well as case histories, to examine estimate preparation, procedures to follow on bid day,
job site safety, quality assurance, financial considerations, cost control, and much more. Ethics in construction, errors in estimating
and project management, and information regarding training key personnel are also addressed."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary
field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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